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The Story of the Willows Maternity Sanitarium and the Adoption Hub of America.For the readers
of Orphan Train comes the true story of a second wave of humanity that traveled to the Midwest
by train. Not well documented in American history, over 100,000 pregnant, unwed young women
traveled mostly by train to Kansas City – known as the Adoption Hub of America – in the early- to
mid-1900s.They would live in one of several maternity facilities before giving birth, signing their
babies over for adoption and returning home empty handed and heartbroken.One of these
facilities was The Willows Maternity Sanitarium, known as the "Ritz" or "Waldorf" of the maternity
hospitals. It truly was a Mansion on a Hill and one of the largest of such facilities in America, this
is the incredible, true story of The Willows and the compassionate family, yet savvy business
owners, who started and operated the seclusion "home" from 1905 until its closing in 1969. With
over 35,000 girls passing through its doorway, tales abound of Willows' children questioning the
"who" and "why" as they search for answers to their separation. Changed laws and DNA testing
are sparking reunions to happen more and more every day. The second part of the book "Voices
of The Willows" includes moving stories of those whose lives were touched and changed forever
by The Willows.



Copyright © 2018 KelLee ParrAll rights reserved.Printed in USAFor all the young women and
their babies who spent time at The WillowsAcknowledgmentsMy family was shaped from the
moment my birth grandmother entered The Willows Maternity Sanitarium and when my
grandparents traveled to Kansas City to adopt my mother to be a part of their family. I truly
appreciate the dedication and tireless work the Haworth family gave to help young women, such
as my grandmother, in their difficult time of need. My hope is that this book will help shed some
light into the well-hidden role The Willows and other facilities played in the molding of a part of
American history kept secret from society.I wish to thank Carol Haworth Price for her constant
support as I strove to learn more about The Willows. The documents, photos and stories Carol
provided gave great insight into her family’s role in aiding the lives of so many young women and
their babies. She helped complete the puzzle of the place of my mother’s birth.Thank you,
Margaret Heisserer, for editing and providing friendship and support. I want to thank Rachelle
Mengarelli, Sheri Gabbert, LeAnn Harmon, Mark Anselment, and Abel Frederic, who read my
drafts and gave valuable feedback, excellent critiques and suggestions for telling The Willows’
story. Trista Bieberle once again did an outstanding job creating the cover. Thanks for putting up
with all the changes. Debby Williams, thank you for the help with graphics.I would like to express
a special thank you to Skip Keller for colorizing the photo for the cover. Thank you to Denise
Morrison and the Kansas City Museum and Union Station Archives for the photos of the Union
Station.Finally, I want to acknowledge those who shared your Voices of The Willows stories.
Linda, Esther, Sue, Carol, Anita, Phil, Jill, Dyan, Nancy and Danielle, thank you for bringing the
book to life with your touching stories. I hope what you have shared will encourage others in their
searches. A few names have been changed to provide anonymity for certain characters and their
families.As we know, not all reunions turn out to be as positive as the ones shared in this book.
And not everyone even has the desire to search, which is perfectly okay. It is my wish that these
stories will encourage others still searching not to give up hope. To those who are still trying to
decide if they should search, know that finding the answers to the “who” and “why” can be
healing.ContentsPart OneThe Willows Maternity SanitariumChapter 1 The Longest Train
RideChapter 2 Adoption Hub of AmericaChapter 3 Arriving in Kansas CityChapter 4 The
WillowsChapter 5 The “Ritz”Chapter 6 The MissionChapter 7 Early Years by the
NumbersChapter 8 Life at The WillowsChapter 9 Infamous Adoption at The WillowsChapter 10
Leaving The WillowsChapter 11 Sixty-four Years of OperationChapter 12 End of an EraPart
TwoVoices of The WillowsChapter 13 Linda’s StoryChapter 14 Esther’s StoryChapter 15 Sue’s
StoryChapter 16 Carol’s StoryChapter 17 Anita’s StoryChapter 18 Phil’s StoryChapter 19 Jill’s
StoryChapter 20 Dyan’s StoryChapter 21 Nancy’s StoryChapter 22 Danielle’s StoryChapter 23
The Rest of Leona’s StoryMansion on a HillThe Story of The Willows Maternity Sanitariumand
the Adoption Hub of AmericaForwardLeona was a strong woman who was no stranger to difficult
times and hard work during her ninety-six years of life. However, the hardest thing she ever had
to do was when at the young age of seventeen she gave away her baby girl, who was born on
Valentine’s Day in 1925. This same baby Leona gave up for adoption longed to find her birth



mother her entire life. She always wondered if her mother lived in a “mansion on a hill.” Little did
she know she herself was born in a mansion on a hill. Leona and her baby’s story is just one of
thousands of tales of unwed girls who went to Kansas City to The Willows Maternity Sanitarium
between the years of 1905 and 1969 to hide from society’s brutal scrutiny, deliver their babies to
be given up for adoption and return home to live with their secret the rest of their lives.I became
interested in learning more about The Willows after discovering that my mother was born there.
My grandparents went by train to Kansas City to adopt her and bring her home to be part of their
family. Though I found the The Willows no longer existed, I wanted to find out about the history of
the place of my mother’s birth and the people who ran it. My search began at the Kansas City
Public Library. The library had a photo of The Willows taken in 1909 and an inch-thick file of
documents. I learned that my mother was just one of thousands born there. An Internet search
led me to others who were born at The Willows, seeking information about their biological
mothers.As I began working on this book and finding more answers, I was amazed at how few
people had knowledge of The Willows and the impact Kansas City had on adoptions in the early
to mid-1900s. Part One of Mansion on a Hill shares the remarkable history of The Willows and
the Haworth family who owned and operated it. It also tells the story of how Kansas City earned
the distinction of being the “Adoption Hub of America.”In my research, I have had the privilege of
meeting some wonderful people whose lives have been touched in some way by The Willows.
Part Two “The Voices of the Willows” shares their stories.I hope you enjoy learning about this
well-kept secret in American history. Part OneThe Willows Maternity SanitariumWhile society
looked the other way, facilities were established all across America in the first half of the 20th
century to help embarrassed and disgraced young, pregnant, unwed women resolve their
difficult situations. These women were often whisked away and hidden from society to cover up
the transgressions, saving face for the young women and their families. Several months later
they returned home. The physical pain and trauma may have subsided, however the emotional
wounds never healed.Kansas City, Missouri, had the distinction of being one of the largest
centers for these facilities. This is the story of one of such facilities, perhaps the largest maternity
home in the United States, for unwed mothers. The women traveled to Kansas City from all over
the country, were kept in seclusion, delivered and gave their babies up for adoption, and then
returned home to try to start a new life. The experience was never to be spoken of again. This is
the story of The Willows Maternity Sanitarium and the family that owned and operated it,
beginning in 1905 until its closing in 1969.Chapter 1The Longest Train Ride(November 17,
1924)Leona stared in a daze out the window of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad
passenger car as it chugged along the track toward its destination, Kansas City, Missouri. It was
mid-November and the Kansas prairie foliage had lost its autumn colors due to the frost a few
weeks prior. A huge puff of steam from the engine rolled past the thick glass window. It startled
her, snapping her out of her trance. Her soul felt dead, just like the brown vegetation on the
hillsides out her window.She bowed her head in despair, glancing at the fabric of her new, blue
gingham dress and the polished black-and-white saddle shoes Nick’s father, Mr. Belt, bought for



her. He said it was just a small gesture to try and reconcile everything. In reality, he just didn’t
want to be embarrassed by this poor farm girl. She wore her sister Ivy’s hand-me-down coat and
a simple cloche hat that fit snugly over her dark brunette pageboy. On any other day she would
have thought she looked swell – but not today.Her mind was a quagmire of guilt, shame and fear.
Bags under her eyes revealed the nights with no sleep. How had she let this happen? She
considered herself such a smart, savvy gal but now a disgrace. A nincompoop to allow herself to
be in this situation. As the disgusting boys at school called it “knocked up.” Anger and fear boiled
in her head. A tear rolled down her cheek, not the first in the past several weeks. Life seemed so
unfair. First her papa had died and now this. She was only sixteen years old. Too much for her to
handle. She closed her eyes and imagined sitting in the back row of the one-room school house
next to her sister Goldie, their little brother Bud at the front of the class. Her teacher, Mr.
Martinek, writing math problems on the chalkboard or chiding her for how poorly she’d done on
the most recent spelling test. How she wished she were there now.The loud whistle of the train
made her jump. Her brother Louis, sitting next to her, gave a weak smile at her reaction. This was
their first experience riding on a locomotive. The two were nervous when they climbed the steps
up onto the train from the platform at the small Independence, Kansas, train depot. Louis went
first and Leona took his hand and the conductor’s hand as they lifted her up onto the first step.
Louis led her past rows of men, women, and children already boarded, heading for the
metropolis of Kansas City. The train was abuzz with activity and voices. They found two empty
seats, and Leona took the window seat. She felt protected by her older brother. He blocked the
imagined glares of the other passengers.Leona thought he looked dapper dressed in his best
Sunday clothes and their father’s black fedora hat. He appeared much older than his twenty
years. Normally, a first train ride would be exhilarating – but not for Leona. The only thing that
made it tolerable was Louis’ calming presence.A smartly dressed man in his late twenties and
his attractive young wife sat across facing Leona and Louis. The couple beamed with pride as
the new mother cradled a small baby wrapped in a pink blanket. A beautifully crocheted white
cap rested on the baby’s head. Leona watched the woman clutch her sleeping daughter and felt
her own heart tighten. Though she never made eye contact, Leona sensed stares of disapproval.
She wrapped her arms tighter around her growing, yet still unnoticeable, belly to hide her shame.
Her heart broke, thinking of Nick and their baby. Would their baby be a boy or girl? Would Nick
even care enough to know? Leona turned her face away, certain her dream of a family like this
one would never be reality.The train steamed its way northeast. Leona kept her head down. She
leaned against her big brother, avoiding interaction with the family sitting across from her. She
closed her eyes and rested her head on his broad shoulder. Louis was Leona’s rock through this
whole messy ordeal. She knew how embarrassed and disappointed he was in her, but he would
never say it. His chiseled, clenched jaw and lack of a smile told her he was distraught and
worried. She knew his world was as disarrayed as hers by her past actions.Louis returned home
after the news broke that changed their family dynamics. Run off by their envious and cruel
stepfather, Louis had left their farm to find work in a nearby town. After hearing of Leona’s



pregnancy, the pompous stepfather dropped out of the picture, and Louis came home to take
over as man of the house. She didn’t know what would have happened if he hadn’t returned. It
was Louis who helped console her and confront Nick and Mr. Belt.Exhausted, Leona began to
drift off to sleep. As she dozed, she relived the events that brought her here. The swaying of the
train made her feel as if she was once again dancing with the most handsome fella’ she had ever
seen. How special Nick made her feel! She enjoyed the touch of his arms around her. She heard
him saying he loved her. She began to relive the intimate details of that special moment, but her
dream turned dark. The recurring nightmare began. Louis in the buggy taking her to Mr. Belt’s
farm. Louis stepping onto the front porch as Mr. Belt came to the door. The raised voices when
Nick came out of the house. Mr. Belt slapping Nick upside the head. The slam of the door as
Nick ran back into the house. Louis turning with a sour look on his face and making the long walk
to the buggy. Her despair when he said that Nick had just gotten married and his wife was
pregnant. Leona’s dream shattered. She made a slight whimper and jerked in her sleep, waking
herself. Louis pulled his baby sister in tighter, aware of the pain she was suffering.She and Louis
left before sunup to make the trip to the Independence train depot with Mr. Belt. Mama cried,
giving her sweet “Ona” a hug as she handed her daughter over to Mr. Belt. As part of their
agreement, he took care of all the financial arrangements. This was only the second time Leona
had seen the man. He was every bit as scary and imposing as the day she saw him hit Nick
when Louis delivered the news of her pregnancy.Mr. Belt was at least six foot two and a
muscular man from his life of farm work. His thick, gray, slick-backed hair was parted down the
middle. His bushy, handlebar mustache and cold, dark eyes gave him an intimidating presence.
The first time Leona saw him he wore new, dark blue overalls that were his church clothes,
typical Sunday farmer apparel. But today he looked like a businessman in his gray dress suit and
matching fedora hat. He looked very rich and dignified, much like the town’s banker always
appeared. A big, fat smoldering cigar hung from his mouth.When Mr. Belt picked them up at their
house in his black Model T, Leona wondered if Nick would come, too. She should have known
he wouldn’t. In any other situation, Leona’s excitement for her first ride in a horseless carriage
couldn’t have been contained but not today.“Mr. Belt is a very rich man,” Louis whispered in her
ear.The Model T had isinglass windows along the side to try and keep out the cold November
air. Thankfully Mama sent with her a handmade, ruby-red and brown tweed lap blanket to help
keep her warm. She also sent some homemade bread, cheese, salami, and apples for them to
eat on the trip, not that Leona had an appetite. Louis opened the passenger door so Leona could
crawl into the back seat while he sat down in the front seat.Mr. Belt cranked the car engine, and
it roared to life. Leona was scared to death as the motorcar shook and shimmied. It sure wasn’t
the first automobile ride she had envisioned months ago with Nick driving and taking her down
Main Street while she waved at her friends as they passed by.The ride to the train station was a
little under twenty miles. With Mr. Belt’s pride and joy clipping along the old dirt road at a good
pace, it only took an hour and half. Mr. Belt was gruff and didn’t seem any too pleased with his
passengers. Louis and he exchanged a few idle comments. The elder man told Louis he had a



letter with instructions for when Louis and Leona arrived in Kansas City. This information brought
any conversation to a silent halt. Mr. Belt puffed on his cigar and guided the bouncing carriage
down the bumpy road.The nasty smoke plus the motion from riding in the back seat of the car
made Leona nauseous. She fought it for several miles, but it became too much. “Stop, let me
out,” Leona pleaded. “I am going to be sick.”Mr. Belt pulled over and let a few curse words fly.
“Don’t you be gettin’ sick in my new Model T!” he bellowed.Louis jumped out allowing Leona to
scramble out of the back seat just in time to throw up by the side of the road. It was not the best
idea for Leona to have eaten the big breakfast of bacon, eggs, and biscuits Mama fixed and
insisted she eat. Louis steadied her, holding her hair out of her face while she emptied the
contents of her stomach. She felt as if she was about to slip into unconsciousness from
exhaustion as she continued to heave. Slowly her body calmed, and she decided she was not
going to die.“Sis, are you okay?” Louis asked.She wiped her lips with the back of her hand and
frowned at the terrible taste left in her mouth. She was mortified. She did not want to ride in that
automobile again! She nodded she was okay. With disgust in his voice, Mr. Belt ordered the two
to get in the car or they would be late for the train. Louis helped Leona climb in and crawled into
the backseat with her this time. He covered her with the lap blanket and put his arm around her.
Leona wrapped her arms tightly across her body, closed her eyes, and willed herself not to get
sick again. Other than the roar of the engine, there was silence the rest of the way to the train
depot.When they got to the depot, Leona was never so glad to feel the ground beneath her feet.
Louis wrapped the blanket around her shoulders, and the two walked to the train platform. Mr.
Belt headed for the ticket office to buy the tickets for them. Louis carried Leona’s small clothes
bag and sack with the food Mama had sent. He put his free arm around her waist. Leona
shivered not only from the cold but with fear of what lay ahead. Mr. Belt joined the pair after he
purchased the tickets but stood with his back toward them, as if he didn’t recognize them. He
puffed on his putrid cigar as they stood in solemn quiet, waiting for the train to arrive.Others were
chatting and laughing in anticipation of the exciting train ride. The train whistle could be heard
from miles away as it approached. A young boy chased his little sister as she squealed in glee.
The mother scolded the two to come to her and stand still. Leona felt empty as they waited for
the journey in front of them.After a few minutes, which seemed like an eternity to Leona, the
ominous black train with its engine puffing white smoke and pulling passenger cars lined with
window after window came into sight. It slowly pulled up to the platform and came to a stop. The
conductor stuck his head out the doorway and began helping the few passengers step down
who were disembarking. If passengers had luggage, he would carry it down and place it at the
bottom of the steps on the platform. Once the train was deboarded, the conductor yelled, “All
aboard!”The waiting passengers started pushing toward the steps. The family with the young
boy and girl were at the front of the line. Mr. Belt handed Louis the tickets and a letter then
nodded at him without saying a word. Leona kept her head down. She couldn’t look the man in
the eyes. The moment they stepped onto the train and Mr. Belt was assured the “problem” was
being removed, he turned and walked to his fancy automobile. His grimace turned to a slight



smile as he knew the humiliating situation was taken care of for good.As the train pulled from the
depot, Leona was on her way to a place Mr. Belt called The Willows Maternity Sanitarium. He
said it was the finest “home” for young women in the country. It sounded like a dreadful place to
Leona. This was her first time to ever be away from her mama. She felt the early pangs of
homesickness, but maybe the morning sickness was returning. The first few months of her
pregnancy were hell. Then again, maybe this was motion sickness similar to her experience
earlier in the day. Likely a combination of all three. Whatever the cause, she felt nauseous.
Looking out the window any length of time seemed to only make things worse. She felt dizzy as
the countryside sped by. She told herself she could not get sick again and not on the train. She
would not draw more attention and embarrassment for Louis’s sake. She fought back the
physical effects her body felt from the train ride, giving thanks her breakfast was long gone. The
train moved onward to their destination, stopping at every small town along the way to pick up
passengers. She kept her eyes closed, her head resting on Louis’s shoulder, in silence.Leona,
July 4, 1924Chapter 2Adoption Hub of AmericaLeona and Louis journeyed closer to their stop at
the Kansas City Union Station depot and her new temporary home, The Willows. She was
petrified. She felt as if she was being punished and banished for the sins of her indiscretion. She
was certain no person ever hated their first train ride as much as she did. Little did she know how
wrong she was.Hundreds of thousands before and after Leona experienced the same anguish
and despair that she felt on her first train ride in 1924. Starting in about 1854, a first large wave of
humanity was shipped by train to Kansas City and other Midwest locales. These were scared,
young, orphaned children from large, east coast cities, especially New York City and
Boston.Orphanages overflowed onto the streets of the cities’ slums. Some children were
orphaned when their parents died in epidemics of tuberculosis, typhoid, yellow fever or the flu.
Others were abandoned due to poverty, illness or addiction. A man named Charles Loring Brace
helped organize the Children’s Aid Society to help these impoverished orphans to be sent by
train to the Midwest cities and towns where families were looking to adopt children, often to be
laborers to support their new families’ farms. It is estimated that from 1854 until 1929 up to
250,000 orphans rode the rails west on what later became known as the orphan trains.1 Stories,
both good and bad, are plentiful about the lives of these orphan train children. The impact of the
orphan trains on our nation is well documented in American history through books and movies.
There is even a National Orphan Train Museum and Research Center located in Concordia,
Kansas.Few people are aware of a secretive second wave of humanity that traveled to Kansas
City, Missouri, starting in the early 1900s. Trains—and in later years cars and planes—brought
over 100,000 scared, young women in the same predicament as Leona to Kansas City. Leona’s
baby was just one of thousands of babies born and left to be adopted in Kansas City. However,
unlike the orphan trains, this historical phenomenon is not well-known or well-documented.In the
early to mid-1900s, mortified, pregnant, unwed girls often went away to “visit distant relatives” for
a few months, give birth to their babies and return home as if nothing had happened – their
secret hidden from society, though often providing whispered gossip and embarrassment. Many



of these girls were sent by train to facilities such as The Willows Maternity Sanitarium. The girls
gave up their newborns for adoption, often with no say in the matter, hoping to purge their
families’ humiliation and disgrace.Society looked down on these young, unmarried women who
found themselves pregnant. Being “in the family way” and unwed was a mortal sin. It ruined the
reputation of the girl. It was totally unacceptable for a respectable girl to be sexually active. Of
course, not all the pregnancies were from consensual sex. Many of the young girls and women
were sexual assault victims, but in those days, rape was considered the fault of the victim.
Society often ignored the source of the unwed mother’s pregnancy. Scrutiny was placed on the
pregnant girl no matter the circumstances. Society and religious circles ostracized these girls.
No self-respecting man would consider marrying a woman who had born a child out of wedlock,
especially if the child belonged to another man. A woman’s entire life could be destroyed if her
secret was revealed. It could lead to becoming condemned, a lonely outcast and poverty
stricken, while forcing some women, including teenage girls, into prostitution.Not only was the
young woman considered to be immoral and “damaged goods,” but the respectability and
morality of her family was called into question. Hypocritically, society didn’t seem to have as
much of an issue with the young man involved, but his family’s reputation and humiliation was
often a matter of concern. This sometimes led to the birth father’s family, especially wealthier
ones with higher stakes in society, helping to pay the girl’s way, wanting to see the situation kept
secret and swept under the rug.Facilities for unwed mothers popped up all over the country in
the early 1900s. The Willows was just one of several such Kansas City facilities all located within
walking distance or a short taxi ride from the Union Station railroad depot. The Willows took on
the mission to help these young women and provide seclusion from the judgmental scrutiny of
society. Other facilities were the Fairmount Maternity Hospital, Fairmount Eastside Maternity
Hospital (later known as the Kansas City Cradle), St. Vincent’s Hospital, and the Florence
Crittenton Homes.Florence Crittenton Homes were first established in New York City in 1883 as
a refuge for outcast women and girls. It was often noted that the unfortunate girls who couldn’t
afford to pay for their confinement and care were usually referred to the Crittenton Home. Those
who entered the other hospitals were for the most part girls and women from more prosperous
family backgrounds. In the early days in Kansas City, there were two Florence Crittenton
facilities, the Florence Crittenton Hospital and the Florence Crittenton Home for Colored Girls.
For over a century, their facilities across the United States provided services for young women,
and they continue to fulfill their mission to this day.Beginning in 1905, it is estimated The Willows
saw over 35,000 young women revolve through its doors until its closing in 1969. As astonishing
as those numbers are, it was just a portion of the even more staggering number of teenage girls
and women who sought sanctuary in Kansas City, Missouri. Well over 100,000 young, unwed
women in the “family way” traveled, mostly by train, to Kansas City from all over the United
States and even other countries to deliver their babies in anonymity. The professional adoption
sector in the early 1900s dubbed Kansas City the “Adoption Hub of America.” In 1925, the year
Leona gave birth, The Willows was the temporary residence for 344 girls from forty of the forty-



eight states as well as Canada and the Hawaiian Islands.A July 2, 1950, post from the north
Kansas City newspaper, The Sun Tribune, shows the continuation of the concept of the
“Adoption Hub of America” well into the 1950s.The adoption court in Kansas City places about
1,000 babies a year, thus making it one of the largest and possibly THE largest child placement
agency in America. In contrast to the scores of orphanages, maternity homes, hospitals and
other institutions or homes from which children may be adopted in most cities, Kansas City has
only four. They are the Eastside, Fairmount, and Willows hospitals—maternity homes exclusively
for unwed mothers; and the Florence Crittenton Home for Infants.2Today there are still facilities
for unwed, pregnant girls across the United States, but most of the larger homes or hospitals,
such as The Willows Maternity Sanitarium, closed in the late 1960s and 70s when societal
norms of the day began to change. Events such as the anti-Vietnam War movement (Make Love,
Not War), the 60s sexual revolution, birth control pills, and Roe v. Wade in 1973 changed the
demand for such homes for unwed girls.There were four contributing factors that made Kansas
City, Missouri, a prime destination for pregnant, unwed girls to go to have their babies and young
couples to seek babies to adopt. First, being close to the geometrical center of the contiguous
United States, it was easy to reach Kansas City from all areas of the country. In the beginning
years of The Willows, most of the young women were from the surrounding states of Missouri,
Kansas, Iowa, and Nebraska. The Willows’ numbers quickly expanded to other states due to a
second factor.The train system had a huge impact in making Kansas City the “Adoption Hub of
America” and was the second factor. Trains from all over the country arrived in Kansas City, and
it became one of the most important centers for travel.“Who Enter Here Find Quiet and Peace
and Rest” Map 19253After the old Union Depot was flooded and destroyed in 1903, a new
Union Station was built on higher ground. It opened on October 30, 1914, close to the bluffs
overlooking downtown Kansas City. It was the second largest train station in the United States.
Over 670,000 people passed through its doors in 1945 at the peak of its passenger traffic.
Imagine the unfathomable feelings of a young pregnant girl, often traveling alone, when she
entered such a mammoth facility with the hustle and bustle of the throngs of humanity from all
walks of life. In contrast, picture the nervous but excited young couple arriving by train to adopt
their first child and return home with their baby to love and nurture.Photos of the Kansas City
Union Station in mid-1920sCourtesy of the Kansas City Museum and Union Station
Archives,Kansas City, MOThe third factor was the simplified adoption system. Missouri courts
made it easy to adopt. In the early days, it was possible for couples to come to Kansas City in
the morning, sign the court papers and take a baby home later that day. A few months later the
official adoption would be finalized.Before 1917, the State of Missouri required adoptions to be
filed by deed in the county of residence of the person adopting the child. After 1917, adoptions
in Missouri required a petition to be filed in the juvenile division of the circuit court of either the
county where the child resided or the county where the person seeking to adopt resided. All the
babies from The Willows were placed through the Jackson County Circuit Courts. When
prospective parents applied for adoption of an infant, they received an “adopted” or amended



birth certificate with the child’s new chosen name and names of the adoptive parents as the
official parents. Adoptive parents did not see or receive the original birth certificates for their
adopted children.The July 2, 1950, post from The Sun Tribune explained how efficient the
adoption court system in Kansas City was. It also shared the emphasis placed on finding good
families for the adoptees. They wanted homes that were financially secure and church-going
couples.Any applications that are sent direct to the maternity homes are automatically referred
to the adoption department of the Juvenile court. The court’s own caseworkers make all the
investigations and recommendations for placement. There is only one adoption agency (the
court) one adoption judge (Ray G. Cowan), and one adoption director (Mary Lou Fenberg)
whose recommendation to Judge Cowan is required in every adoption proceeding. There are 15
staff members under Mrs. Fenberg who are assigned to the adoption office to interview adoptive
parents and unwed mothers. The others are full time case workers who are assigned to the four
maternity hospitals to investigate the backgrounds of both the mothers and fathers of the
illegitimate children, and to check on the health and physical development of the babies. The
Kansas City adoption court has become nationally famous for its job of matching babies to
parents.Qualifications for adoptive parents are high. The theory is that with nearly 100 applicants
for every available baby, the agency can be choosy. Wealth is not a prerequisite, though the
court requires that applicants offer proof of enough financial security to provide comfortable
standards of living and education for the child. Also, couples who want a Kansas City baby must
be regular church goers. Just belonging to a church isn’t enough.Lastly, an even more important
factor was the discretion Missouri adoption laws provided the families. Some estimates show in
the 1900s through the 1960s as many as 400,000 to 500,000 adoptions took place in Missouri
with about 100,000 in Kansas City alone. Missouri’s stringent closed adoptions provided privacy
for both biological parents and adoptive parents. All birth records and original birth certificates
(OBC) were permanently sealed, assuring anonymity and to hide the secret for the birth mother
and father. Quite often the birth father’s name was not even recorded on the OBC. It assured
birth parents that the child could not get their information if the child ever did want to search for
them.Adoptive parents chose Kansas City, coming from all parts of the country to Missouri to
adopt, because the state’s laws assured secrecy with no concern of birth parents changing their
minds and being able to find their babies. In the early years, the girls were often told they should
not search for their babies. In 1925, Leona was told she should never look for her baby to ensure
her baby’s life was not interrupted, and Leona never did look. In the 50s and 60s, girls were
informed they had up to six months to change their minds and claim their babies before the
adoption was final. It was a rare situation when this happened.It should be noted that quite often
it wasn’t the girl who wanted the secrecy but was for her parents’ privacy and for them to save
face. In Leona’s case, it was to provide protection of the father’s reputation. Many girls in this
situation were trapped. Though most girls might prefer to keep their babies, they had no choice
but to sign over their babies for adoption. Leona wanted to keep her baby but, as a seventeen-
year-old unmarried woman, that wasn’t an option. At the time of birth, the mothers could include



some health information or write letters to leave in their children’s files even though these
records were sealed. In later years this non-disclosure information was able to be retrieved from
county records upon request by the adopted child.A 1924 thirty-two-page brochure for doctors
titled “Finesse of Service: Explaining to Our Physician Patrons Some of the Refinements in Our
Plans for the Protection of Their Unfortunate Patients” lays out all the details and philosophy of
The Willows in providing this privacy for their clients. One section with the heading “Protect
Mother and Child Against Each Other” assures the protection of identity of mother and child, as
well as the inconspicuous father. It reads:It is the studied effort of the Management of The
Willows in its various departments to protect the unfortunate mother against the possibility of her
child later becoming an impediment to her success and future. In fact, the proper service of a
seclusion maternity sanitarium is a two-fold protection: that of protecting the mother against the
child and the people who adopt it, and that of protecting the child and its foster parents against
the mother and her friends.4Adopted children often want to learn about their birth parents, their
heritage and health issues. It was very difficult searching for information for adoptees born in
Missouri, as is still true in many states. In the past, some people were able to gain access to
some of the information in their adoption files by using search agents or “angels.” Search angels
are people, often adoptees themselves, who help adoptees look for birth parents. A state
agency will sometimes allow these search angels to have access to the closed files, but the
search agent cannot disclose any of the information to the adoptee. A search angel often locates
a birth parent from the information gleaned from the file and asks if he or she wants to be
contacted by the adopted child. If the birth parent agrees, the adopted child is given the contact
information and the reunion made. Search angels have helped innumerable adoptees find their
birth parents.Over the years, many attempts were made to change access to birth records in
Missouri. One example was in 1980 when the Model Adoption Act was brought before the
Missouri State Congress. It tried to change the procedure of placement of adoptees from
licensed child care placing agencies to unlicensed intermediates. It also would have given
access to original birth certificates (OBCs) to adoptees. There were many who fought for and
against this legislation. It did not pass.In 2011, Missouri adoption laws were changed, allowing
adoptees whose biological parents were deceased to request and receive their adoption files
from the court where their adoption took place. Previously those records remained sealed even
after the death of the biological parents. Disclosure of names was allowed only if the birth parent
was known to be deceased. If the birth parent was alive and could be reached, permission had
to be granted before the child received information. This prevented many adoptees from locating
birth parents.Adoption rights advocates fought many years to get the records unsealed. It was
not until 2016 that the Missouri laws changed again thanks to the submission and passage of a
bill sponsored by Missouri State Representative Don Phillips, himself an adoptee, that allowed
adopted children to legally obtain their original birth certificates (OBC) with birth parents’ names.
This was a huge win for adoptees wishing to glean information about their heritage and birth.
Anyone born before 1941 could get their OBC after August 28, 2016. Those born after January



1, 1941, would have to wait until January 1, 2018, to be able to get their OBC. Additional
changes to the law were made in June of 2018 when the Missouri governor signed into law a bill
allowing children and direct descendants to see the OBC of a deceased parent who was
adopted.
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M.E. Dunlap, “Fascinating story of a little known piece of history!. I really enjoyed this book about
this little-known piece of history of the "Adoption Hub of America" which is Kansas City. If you
liked Orphan Train or like human interest stories and history you'll like this one. Stories of these
young women who were shipped off to these "birthing sanitariums" to have their babies in secret
and then adopt them out to good families. Their feelings and memories of going through this to
save face or not be ruined in the eyes of society at that time. Hearing from the owner of the
Willows which was the "Ritz" of one of these homes and then hearing from children reunited with
their mothers is heartfelt. There was even some intrigue involved there with a famous opera
singer from the early 1900's. Good enjoyable and informative read. Several of the real life
characters could be their own books!”

itsrockinrobin, “Multifaceted, engaging, eye-opening read!. As a Willows' baby, this book
confirmed, answered, and brought to life many of the facets of being an unwed mother in the
United States in the early 20th century. The stigma, the secrecy, and events that changed not
only the girls' lives who gave birth at Willows and the lives of the babies born there, but also
many generations following, are fascinating. I was riveted as I read. If you like story, there's
story-telling in this book. If you like history, there's history in this book, if you like uncovering
mysteries, mystery is uncovered in this book, if you like real life, there's real life in this book. It's
an easy, enjoyable read with a fun surprise ending. Anyone who has been touched by adoption
should read this book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Hidde. Excellent and timely book. My dad was adopted from the Willows in
1946. The closed adoption laws changed in Missouri, so now he could finally find out the name
of his birth mother. I was happy to discover this book and gave it to him for Christmas. He was
told that his birth family were cattle ranchers in Kansas...turns out they lived in Wisconsin. But
now we understand where that family myth orginated! Fancinating hidden american history.
Thank you for writing this book”

Wildcat Mom, “Beautiful historical stories. This book is so well written. These are true stories
that touch your heart. I always knew I was adopted, but it wasn't until later in life that I learned I
was born at the Willows. This book gives you such a feeling of how brave these young girls were
when they were sent away from home. I hope that they realized the wonderful gift they gave to
couples who couldn't have children.”

Dee, “Trying to Find your Birth Parents?. This is not only a wonderful historical book, but also so
inspirational for not only people trying to find their birth parents, but for people who are not
adopted. It makes those of us not adopted, appreciate that we know 'where we came from' and
gives insight into the many questions those who are are adopted have. I highly recommend this



'great read'!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Three days I read two of his books.. Read this one and "More voices from
the willow." Found both of these books interesting. Found each story interesting. KelLee kept
me engrossed the last couple days. Interesting individual stories. I would recommend”

DJC453, “Willow's Kid's Review. I'm a Willows adoptee c1942. Over the past 30+ years I have
identified my birth parents, two siblings, and eight half siblings, This book provided a lot of
interesting facts about The Willows and insight into the birth mothers' situations. After reading
the book I sent copies to my adopted sister and a family friend who are also "Willows Kids". I
truly enjoyed this book.”

The book by KelLee Parr has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 98 people have provided feedback.
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